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When healthy, we rely on regular movement to promote blood flow, muscle
growth,and a myriad of other physical benefits. Unfortunately, not everyone is
able to move freely on their own. in critically ill patients, prolonged bed rest and
immobility can lead to severe physical deconditioning, significant loss of muscle
mass, and increased muscle weakness that can result in extended time spent in
both the iCU and the hospital. Early mobilization can help alleviate the adverse,
long-term physical and psychological consequences of prolonged immobility—
and automated mobilization solutions can reduce risks associated with manual
lifting to improve outcomes for patients and caregivers alike.

Early Mobility at the push of a button™
Using only one or two caregivers, the Total Lift Bed®* can
progressively move patients to a full standing and weight bearing
position in order to aid rehabilitation early in the acute phase of critical illness.

Compliant with early mobility protocols
Without leaving the bed, patients who need a graded transition
from bed rest to supporting their full body weight can be progressively
moved to the standing position as early and frequently as tolerated.

Patented foot Lifter footboard
When the tilt function is activated, the patented Foot LifterTM moves
towards the patient’s feet. When contact is made, the bed begins gently
tilting to the desired angle or weight bearing ratio, while maintaining the
patient’s position to help avoid the need for repositioning. The Foot Lifter
will automatically adjust to become even with the floor for patient egress
from the bed if appropriate.

Safety during movement and while standing
A flexible strap system helps secure the patient during movement to the upright position.

C-ARM Compatible

Patients from all around the world are benefiting from the Total Lift Bed
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Chair Mode
The Chair mode on the Total Lift Bed Is Unique in itself. During the the movement the bed uses it's
distinctive design to dip the bed back at the hips to help prevent sliding and provide a more comfortable
seating position with less pressure on the sacrum.

Trendelenburg
The newest version of the Total Lift Bed now does Trendelenburg posiiton too.

Total Drive
Total Lift Bed now comes with the option to add our Patented new power drive system. Unique in that you
don't have to raise and lower the system seperatly becaue the patented design allows sideways and front and
back movement even without power. Speed controlled and easy to use.

Mattress Options
Total Lift Bed now comes with more Mattress Options. Even the standard comes with a stage 4 alternating
pressure low air loss mattress. Nwo you can also order turn assist, rotational, pulsation and self adjsuting
mattresses.

Total Lift Bed with covid patients
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Piedmont Makes Protocol for
Ambulating Patients with Aortic Ballon
Pump.

University Of Texas shows a
substantial decrease in length of Stay
using Total Lift Bed.


